ABSTRACT Crowd counting plays an important role in urban management and public security. Recently, deep learning has shown a great advantage in making the quality of crowd counting more accurate. However, how to apply deep learning models to embedded terminals is still a challenging issue. The main contradiction of the problem lies in high demand for computing resources for deep learning and strict limitation of power consumption from embedded devices. In order to achieve the crowd counting by edge computing (in embedded terminals), we propose a tiny model based on convolutional neural networks. The model can be switched into other two forms to adapt tradeoff between the accuracy and efficiency. Especially, different forms share main parameters so as to save storage and avoid retraining. What is more, this model supports variant sizes of input images, which benefits the applications to a variety of embedded devices. The experiments on two different embedded terminals have shown the effectiveness, efficiency, and flexibility of our proposed model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Calculate the number and density of a crowd of people is one of the fundamental requirements in urban management, public security, and business activities. Crowd counting based on computer vision can use image or video data to estimate the crowd counts and density distribution, which works more conveniently compared with traditional gate counting manners.
Focusing on this application, many attempts have been made, such as using histograms of oriented gradient (HOG) descriptors and linear SVM (Support Vector Machine) to detect human bodies [1] , or using Markov Random Field (MRF) based change detection map and linear regression to obtain estimated count of the crowd [2] .
With the development of deep learning technology, many models based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been designed for crowd counting and got remarkable estimation results. However, existing models generally requires too much memory and power consumption in the computation,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dong Wang. thus they can only be ran on the server side with GPUs. This mode needs to transmit the image/video data from terminal cameras into the computing server, which requires a building of computing server and large amounts of communication bandwidth. It usually confronts difficulties in practical applications as follows:
1) High dependence on the internet. Offline work is not permitted. 2) Computing server is costly to be deployed and difficult to be upgraded.
3) The privacy of pedestrians is hard to be protected. 4) Real-time processing cannot be guaranteed subject to the transmissions of images and videos. Edge computing with advantages in marginalization and localization provides a solution to the problems mentioned above. Thanks to the improvement in computational performance and storage capacity in recent years, embedded devices have been able to meet more and more needs in edge computing. Figure 1 compares the crowd counting structure based on computing center with that based on embedded terminal, respectively, meaning that different crowd counting mechanisms engage in different tasks. Embedded terminal based mechanism is expected to better solve the aforementioned disadvantages inherited by using traditional computing-center methods, which motivates us to design a robust solution model.
Deep CNN-based methods generally need a large amount of memory space to store the trained model, and powerful computing resource to deal with a multilayer computation. It is necessary to consider algorithmic adaptability to implement crowd counting in an embedded terminal. Besides, the sizes of images acquired by different terminal equipments and the demand of computational efficiency might vary significantly. Taking into account these practical problems, the strategy of server-side training and terminalside deployment is more practical to be adopted in embedded system. This paper proposes a novel crowd counting method for embedded terminals, which shows the following contributions:
1) For fast crowd counting in embedded systems, we propose a tiny model called Speed-Switchable CNN (SsCNN_A), which has significantly higher speed, less parameters, and comparable accuracy with state-ofthe-art models. 2) SsCNN_A can be easily switched into other two modes, namely SsCNN_B and SsCNN_C, which correspond to different trade-off between speed and accuracy. 3) A switching mechanism shares parameters between different modes and can be performed without retraining. Compared with other mainstream methods in crowd counting, our method achieves better results in accuracy, adaptability and efficiency.
II. RELATED WORK A. TRADITIONAL METHODS FOR CROWD COUNTING
There have been many attempts on crowd counting from using traditional methods, which can be generally divided into two categories: detection and regression.
1) DETECTION-BASED APPROACHES
The core idea of the detection-based methods is to use an adjudicator to determine a variety of visual features from experiential extraction to detect complete or partial human bodies for counting. Sabzmeydani et al. [3] used AdaBoost to select a subset of learned shapelet features of full bodies. Dalal et al. [1] specially used HOG descriptors and linear SVM to detect human bodies. By reason of serious impact from occlusion, some researches were did on the detection of partial bodies. Viola et al. [4] used AdaBoost to select features and detect face targets by extracting Haar-like features. Wu et al. [5] also detected partial bodies by extracting edgelet characteristics and making Bayesian decisions. Besides, boosting [6] and random forest [7] were also used in the detection tasks. However, these detection-based methods have much lower performance in dealing with large population densities, which impels researchers to use detected features to directly evaluate the quantity of people in a crowd.
2) REGRESSION-BASED APPROACHES
The schemes based on regression utilize the features extracted from experience to estimate the amount of people or the distribution density map. Paragios et al. [2] extracted MRFbased change map as features and then used linear regression to obtain the estimated amount of people. Marana et al. [8] used textures extracted from gray-level dependence matrices, straight line segments, Fourier analysis, and fractal dimensions in their method, where three types of classifiers, neural, Bayesian and fitting-function, were used to form an effective model for crowd counting. Other typical regression methods include ridge regression [9] , piecewise linear regression [10] , and so on. Idrees et al. [11] used multi-scale Markov random field to deal with the change of perspective distance and angle in high density images by using the correlation between adjacent areas, wherein a new challenging dataset UCF_CC_50 was proposed. Chen et al. [12] introduced a novel cumulative attribute concept for learning a regression model, in which only sparse and imbalanced data are available. Lempitsky et al. [13] made the regression objects represented in a density map reflecting the distribution of pedestrians. They extracted local features based on location information for linear mapping regression and then obtained the total number of crowd images through the integration of density maps.
Although traditional methods provide ideas to the solutions of crowd counting problems, they are disadvantageous in dealing with complex issues such as occlusions and perspective changes.
B. CNN-BASED METHODS FOR CROWD COUNTING
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is now widely used in computer vision. Compared with traditional methods, CNN is more capable of dealing with complex scenes, such as severe occlusions and dramatic changes in perspectives. In recent years, there have been many attempts on CNN-based crowd counting algorithms. For example, Wang et al. [14] used AlexNet [15] and changed the last 4,096 neurons into one neuron to represent the number of people. Fu et al. [16] proposed a fast density classification method using CNN classifier, where images can be divided into five classes according to density: very high density, high density, medium density, low density and very low density. Sermanet et al. [17] proposed multi-stage ConvNet to boost the classification. Zhang et al. [18] focused on designing a network that is convenient for fine-tuning the trained model to adapt to the new monitoring scenario. The authors also used a new density map generation method with perspective information, which was proved better for the training network with alternative regressions of count numbers and density maps. In this method, a new WorldExpo'10 dataset was also produced for crossscene problems. Walach and Wolf [19] improved Zhang's model [18] and used the mechanism of layered boosting and selective sampling, which means that the next branch trained the error part of the training results of the previous branch. A total of three branches were used to effectively reduce the error. Shang et al. [20] used GoogLeNet [21] to extract the features of various regions in the image, and then used LSTM and fully-connected layers to obtain the total number of features. They actualized the end-to-end network by entering the entire image rather than image patches.
Boominathan et al. [22] and Zhang et al. [23] respectively designed a network against scale changes in depth and width. Boominathan et al. first integrated deep convolution network and shallow convolution network, and then obtained the density map through the convolution layer with a filter of size 1 × 1. Zhang et al. proposed MCNN [23] by integrating three convolution kernels of large, medium and small sizes, and also obtained the density map through the convolution network layer with a filter of size 1 × 1, which achieved good results. At the same time, Zhang et al. also proposed a new dataset, ShanghaiTech. Oñoro-Rubio and López-Sastre [24] proposed hydra-cnn, which maintained the center of different image blocks for simultaneous scaling and size changes to obtain information of different scales. It also reduced the adverse effects of perspective scale changing. On the basis of MCNN, Sam et al. [25] proposed Switch-CNN, in which an image block was classified and then distributed to the corresponding branch for training, so that the branch could acquire different specialties and generated a density map with a lower error amount than MCNN. Similarly, Kumagai et al. [26] used Gating CNN to calculate the reliability (weights) of the counts obtained from each branch of MCNN, and the final estimated number was obtained after weighting. Marsden et al. [27] used a similar branch of MCNN to form a neural network. Multi-scale predictive value was averaged and the number of network parameters was reduced by integrating the density map obtained by the input network after scaling the images of the testing set at different scales. Sindagi and Patel [28] used VGG network to extract global and local population classification information of images. They integrated features extracted by MCNN network and then used deconvolution layers and adversarial loss. This method improved the quality of density map and significantly reduced the number of errors, but was at the cost of particularly high computational effort.
Shen et al. [29] proposed a novel crowd counting method via adversarial cross-scale consistency pursuit, where two backto-back encoder-decoder structures of G large and G small are used to handle scale variation. However, the large size of this model also limits its capability of application, and its complex architecture and training strategy can hardly be improved to make it capable of speed adjustment. Mundhenk et al. [30] and Arteta et al. [31] extended counting pedestrians to other tasks such as counting cars and penguins. Sindagi and Patel [32] , Marsden et al. [33] , Kang et al. [34] combined crowd counting with other tasks such as the extraction of stream velocity estimated from foreground and background.
In all, these above-mentioned models are designed for server-side computing. The high cost of computation makes most of them difficult to be deployed in embedded devices. Furthermore, fixed input image or model size also makes these models unable to meet variable deployments and speed requirements. In this paper, an innovative model is designed to solve the existing problems for embedded terminals.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD A. TINY CNN MODEL SSCNN_A FOR FAST CROWD COUNTING IN EMBEDDED TERMINALS
In order to better actualize local real-time computing and deploy crowd counting in the embedded terminal, a tiny CNN model (SsCNN_A) is firstly designed. The input of the model is a static image, and the output is a density map which can be integrated to obtain the total count of people. The specific network structure can be seen in Figure 2 . The basic information is how does the number of people change over time. Smaller density map is helpful to reduce the need from device performance and network transmission. What's more, our experiments show that smaller density maps are more likely to improve the accuracy. The effect from the numbers of maxpooling layers is shown in Table 5 . Taking into account the density map quality and the estimation accuracy, we adopt 4 maxpooling layers to obtain the density map with a spatial resolution of 1/16 times the input, which provides basic information and helps to obtain more accurate results. Every convolutional layer is followed by a ReLU layer except for the last layer which is followed by a sigmoid layer.
G-A-P (Global Average Pooling) layer is used to extract the mean value of every feature map, and then all the features are concatenated to form the first fully connected layer. Another three fully connected layers and their followed activation layers are arranged
as FC(G-A-P)-R-FC(12)-R-FC(4)-R-FC(1)-
T, where, FC means fully connected layer, R is ReLU layer, T is Tanh layer and the number of filters in a layer is noted in parenthesis. Let the number output from the last layer called (a floating point value between -1 and 1), use 1 + as the scaling factor to multiply the entire density map on the values. In this way we hope to increase the expressiveness of the limited model parameters. The subtlety of the scaling branch is that it can use a small amount of computation to improve accuracy without fixing the size of the input image, it is applicable to a variety of embedded terminals. The effect of scaling branch is further discussed in subsection IV-E.
B. SPEED-SWITCHABLE CNN FOR FAST CROWD COUNTING IN EMBEDDED TERMINALS
In addition, a switching scheme is designed for different device performance, so that SsCNN_A can be easily switched to SsCNN_B or SsCNN_C.
Inspired by MCNN [23] , all the network branches of three modes adopt the similar structure (i.e., Conv-MaxPoolingConv-MaxPooling and Scaling), while the main differences between three modes are kernel size and kernel quantity so that features of different scales can be extracted. The input of the model is a static image, and the output is a density map which can be integrated to obtain the total count of people. As shown in Figure 3 , the model can run in three modes: SsCNN_A, SsCNN_B and SsCNN_C. After the entire network is trained, users can choose to run the model in any mode according to device computational competence and speed requirement. The tiny mode SsCNN_A only uses the branch with very little computation (with blue background in Figure 3 ), which can acquire the amount and the density map of pedestrians quickly on the premise of a certain accuracy. It is suitable for deployment of the equipments with poor performance or the scenes requiring high real-time crowd counting, such as a surge in the number of crowd people in a short time. If the performance of the device is sufficient to meet the requirements of computing speed, tiny mode SsCNN_A can be easily switched to mode SsCNN_B (the yellow part in Figure 3 ) which consumes a little more computation and time to increase accuracy. Mode SsCNN_C uses more parameters (the red part in Figure 3 ) than mode SsCNN_B to ensure higher counting accuracy. Rest assured, even though mode SsCNN_C uses the most parameters of three modes, it is still small enough for current embedded devices.
During training, the model is set to mode SsCNN_C, and the output density maps of mode SsCNN_B and mode SsCNN_A is extracted simultaneously. Euclidean distance respectively between three density maps and the ground truth will be used to train the entire network, which is described in subsection III-D. After deployment, the model can be switched without retraining according to practical needs to balance the speed and accuracy. Parameters between different modes can be shared to save storage space. The actual output from any of the three modes is only one corresponding density map, which can be integrated together to obtain the count.
C. DENSITY MAPS VIA THREE METHODS
Existing datasets generally mark the coordinate values of human bodies or heads. Provided that there is a head at pixel x i , we represent its notation in terms of the excitation function δ(x − x i ). In this way, the whole annotated image can be represented by following equation:
(1) In order to be more suitable for network regression and observation of the crowd distribution, this function is usually convolved with a Gaussian kernel G σ (x). Then the density map can be represented as
, where x means the pixel on the map. There are usually three methods to obtain G σ (x): Fixed-σ , Perspective-σ and Geometryadaptive-σ . Fixed-σ indicates that the same Gaussian kernel is used for each annotation point. Perspective-σ requires a perspective map, which can be labeled separately on each image or set empirically for all datasets. The value in perspective map provides a reference to the σ x value of x point. Geometry-adaptive-σ was proposed by Zhang et al. [23] , expecting to adjust σ automatically by the pixel distance among annotation points. Density map generated in this way is able to adjust the σ value of each Gaussian kernel according to average distance between this point and the nearest k points. For example, the average pixel distance among heads is small for the people with a large perspective distance, so that small σ value can better describe the perspective relationship. Compared with Fixed-σ or Perspective-σ , this method is more suitable for datasets with dense crowd and drastic changes in perspective. The function for generating the density map by Geometry-adaptive-σ is as follows:
where, G σ i (x) is a Gaussian kernel generated by σ i = βd i , d i is the pixel average distance among the ith annotation point and other nearest k annotation points. β can be set empirically, usually around 0.3. For all the three methods, their common purpose is to get as close as possible to the actual human distribution. We adopted 4 maxpooling layers, thus the sizes of the generated density maps are all 1/16 of the original images. The reasons for adopting 4-layer maxpooling are further discussed in subsection IV-D. The ground truth maps of three images in ShanghaiTech Part_A dataset generated by Geometryadaptive-σ are shown in Figure 4 .
D. LOSS FUNCTION
We use Euclidean distance as the loss of the network, which can be described as follows:
where, X i represents an input image with serial number i, G i is the corresponding ground truth, F(X i ; ) represents network output with parameters from the input image X i , and N is the number of training samples. In order to get a speed-switchable network, we combine the output of three modes to express the final loss:
where λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 represent the corresponding coefficients of losses for the three modes. We compare the impact of mode switching of overall results (MAE and MSE are introduced in subsection IV-A) from ShanghaiTech Part_A dataset, as shown in Table 1 , where L(0, 0, 1) refers to the loss that only considers mode SsCNN_C, and L( 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The model is implemented by using keras API [35] , which is backed by tensorflow. We first compare the actual running time of mainstream and efficient models on two embedded platforms with different performance, then we test the accuracies respectively on one internet image dataset, ShanghaiTech Part_A [23] , and two monitoring image datasets, ShanghaiTech Part_B [23] and WorldExpo '10 [18] .
A. EVALUATION METRIC
We evaluate the computational costs of different models using the average TIME to process a single image, for 50 times. To be fair, the image resolution is fixed at 640 x 480. For a large model occupying too much memory, the method of patches calculation and splicing is adopted. Following most existing networks [18] , [23] we use mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE) to evaluate the accuracies of different models. The amount of parameters is also important for the deployment in embedded devices. Smaller TIME, Parameters, MAE and MSE indicate better performance of the model.
B. EFFICIENCIES IN TWO EMBEDDED TERMINALS
We test our model in two embedded terminals, Rockchip RK3399 and Allwinner H3, about the computational cost on ShanghaiTech Part_A dataset. Rockchip_RK3399 is excellent with 6 core CPUs and 2GB memory, while Allwinner_H3 is mediocre with 4 core CPUs and 512M memory. We use these two embedded terminals with a performance gap to simulate similar situations when our model is actually deployed. We use the input image of 640 × 480 resolution, which is close to the minimum requirement of the actual situation. For the image of 1280 × 960 resolution, there will roughly be 4× more TIME. For the models that are limited by memory capacity or that require fixed input image size, the whole density map and the total number of people are obtained by cropping and splicing operations. We use all CPUs and swap off the swap space, because using swap space can seriously influence the speed and stability of the network. 50 loops are used to get the average TIME, and the results are shown in Figure 5 .
C. RESULTS ON BENCHMARK DATASETS
In order to compare the accuracy of our model with existing efficient models, we chose three datasets (ShanghaiTech Part_A, ShanghaiTech Part_B and WorldExpo'10) to make the evaluation. ShanghaiTech Part_A dataset can test the performance of the model when the input image size is not fixed. ShanghaiTech Part_B and WorldExpo'10 are datasets closest to actual application scenarios of embedded terminals among all existing crowd counting datasets. The TIME obtained on Much work has been done in recent years to make crowd counting tasks more accurate, with little regard for model size. We mainly make a detailed comparison with models of similar magnitude, and list state-of-the-art works in accuracy [18] , [25] , [28] , [29] in recent years at the bottom of the table for reference. Due to the limitation of model size, the actual test TIME in embedded devices is not available, which also proves that these models are not suitable for current embedded devices. In particular, ACSCP [29] uses the idea of GAN to solve the problem of crowd counting. It is meaningful to reduce the model size while maintaining a fairly good accuracy. On ShanghaiTech Part_A dataset.
ShanghaiTech Part_A dataset is collected from the Internet, including 300 training and 182 testing images along with 241,677 labeled heads. Dramatic changes in perspective and lack of perspective information led to the use of geometry-adaptive-σ (with β = 0.3, k = 9) to generate groundtruth. Referring to the methods in paper [23] , data augmentation is used to compensate the lack of data volume. We randomly crop 9 patches from every single image of the training data, and each patch has 1/2 size of the original image. Although the images in the training set vary in size, we do not resize or crop them to a fixed size to verify the model's capability of adapting to various input image sizes. Horizontal rotation and Gaussian noise are then applied to increase the amount of cropped data by 4×. L( ) is adopted to avoid complex training strategies and achieve end-to-end training. We add some dropout layers (Rate = 0.3) between the fully connected layers to reduce overfitting. SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) optimizer is used to train the model on the augmented training set. The results on the testing data are shown in Table 2 .
SsCNN_A gets the best TIME and Parameters, indicating that it is more suitable for embedded devices with limited memory and computing power. Given that it is such a tiny model, it is not easy to get such a comparable accuracy. SsCNN_B spends a little more storage and computing resources on the basis of SsCNN_A, and obtains MAE which is very close to Sindagi and Patel [32] . Our model has 670× fewer parameters. SsCNN_C has a similar number of parameters as MCNN [23] , and achieves best results in MAE and MSE. Overall, SsCNN series achieve better performance than MCNN series in speed and accuracy. The latter are currently the fastest model series in crowd counting. 
On ShanghaiTech Part_B dataset.
ShanghaiTech Part_B dataset has 400 training images and 316 testing images, which is collected from busy streets of Shanghai. It has the same resolution of 1024 × 768 and a similar monitoring perspective. Perspective-σ is used to generate the ground truth. The value of σ is linearly adjusted by pixel ordinates, and its maximum and minimum values are set empirically as 1.75 and 0.75 respectively. We randomly crop 9 patches from every single image of the training data, and each patch has 1/2 size of the original image. The data set is increased to 4× more amount by horizontal rotation and Gaussian noise addition. L( Table 3 . SsCNN_C has a similar number of parameters as MCNN [23] , and has achieved the best results of MAE and MSE among all the efficient models. SsCNN_A gets comparable accuracy to MCNN but with 6× faster speed and 11× fewer parameters. On WorldExpo'10 dataset.
WorldExpo'10 crowd counting dataset has 199,923 labeled pedestrians. It is divided into 3,380 training set and 600 test set. All the images are from the monitoring videos of different scenes during the world expo in Shanghai, including 103 scenes in the training set and 5 scenes in the testing set. Different perspective maps and regions of interest (ROI) are provided in both the training set and the testing set. We adopt Perspective-σ method to generate the groundtruth: σ i = 0.2 * P(x i ). P(x i ) is the value of x i in the perspective map, representing the number of pixels of the image corresponding to one actual square meter at that location. σ i is the σ value of Gaussian kernel used at the ith annotation point. Horizontal rotation is used to double the amount of the training data. In order to fairly compare with other methods, all the parts outside the ROI area of the output image are set to zero. We use MAE suggested by the paper [18] to evaluate the performance of different models. L( Table 4 . Compared with MCNN [23] , our model acquires the best TIME, MAE and MSE, while the speed adjustment is a new property. 
D. THE EFFECT OF MAXPOOLING LAYER
More maxpooling layers means smaller density map. In our experiments, we find a smaller density map can help reduce the calculation amount and improve the accuracy, still providing basic pedestrians distribution information. This method of integrating the number of people by density map can bring great convenience to the application of finding the number of people in ROI. Table 5 shows the effect of the number of maxpooling layers on three benchmark datasets. MAE_AVG and MSE_AVG means average MAE and MSE of all the three modes. Only the average values are listed for brevity, and results of every single mode also fits the same trend with the AVG. To some extent, the average values of MAE and MSE of the three modes decrease along with the number increase of maxpooling (MP) layers. 
E. THE EFFECT OF SCALING BRANCH
We use G-A-P (Global Average Pooling) layer to extract the mean value of every feature map, and then add three fully connected layers and their followed activation layers to get the scaling factor, as discussed in subsection III-A. The subtlety of the scaling branch is that it can use a small amount of computation to improve accuracy without fixing the size of input image, it is applicable to a variety of embedded terminals. Density maps multiplied by corresponding scaling factors can correct some errors. Table 6 shows the network representation without scaling (w/o scaling) branches and with scaling branches respectively on three benchmark dataset. The scaling branch adds up a small amount of computation TIME, but can reduce MAE and MSE effectively.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose a tiny model SsCNN_A and one extending method to let the preferences between speed and accuracy switchable. All three modes are designed for low computing consumption, which is beneficial to the embedded terminal to actualize edge computing of crowd counting. Some tradeoffs are made to achieve better flexibility in the model, including combined loss, maxpooling layers and scaling modules. From the TIME measured in two different embedded terminals and the MAE and MSE tested on three different datasets, it is demonstrated that our model is not only fast and speedswitchable, but also has better performance in accuracy. Compared with other models, it is more suitable to be deployed in embedded terminals to achieve edge computing of crowd counting.
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